12/03/2018

Telecoms Legal Update
Issues revolving around telecommunication masts and
infrastructure, including a look into the introduction of the New
Electronic Communications Code.

Previous Position under Old Code
The Telecommunications Act 1984
►

Schedule 2 of the Act contained the Electronic Communications Code –
amended by the Communications Act 2003.

This governed the relationship between telecommunication companies,
known as Licensed Operators and Landowners who consented to a lease.
► It also covered installation, maintenance, adjustment, repairing and
alteration of telecommunication equipment such as:
► Masts
► Aerials
► Satellite Dishes etc
►
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Previous Position under Old Code - continued
The Overriding Principle of the Code

‘No one should be unreasonably denied access to an electronic
communications network or to electronic communications
services’

Examples of Telecommunications Equipment
►

Telecommunications Equipment can be installed on most type of buildings in various locations such
as:
► Businesses
► Farms
► Schools and Universities
► Hospitals
► High-rise buildings in city centre locations
► Houses
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Examples of Telecommunications Equipment continued

Previous Position under Old Code – continued
Where the Code applied
►

Written Agreement between the Licensed Operator and
Occupier of Land
►

Meaning of Occupier:
► Freehold owner / Landlord
► Tenant
► Licensee
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Previous Position under Old Code – continued
Court Power

Court Order obtained by Licensed Operator (Paragraph 5)
Where the Licensed Operator was unable to obtain consent from
the Occupier of the Land then the Operator could seek a Court
Order to have their equipment installed.
►

The court may make an order if it is satisfied that any prejudice
caused by the order is:
► Capable of being adequately compensated for by money.
► Outweighed by the benefit to those whose access to an
electronic communications network or services will be secured
by the order.

Paragraph 20 of Old Code- Alterations to Land
►

Paragraph 20 of the Code applied where the Occupier required
alteration of the telecommunications equipment to enable
proposed improvements (development and/or change of use) of
the land.
►

Alteration includes the following:
► Moving
► Removing
► Replacing
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Paragraph 20 of Old Code- Alterations to Land continued
►

►

►

►

To start the process, the Occupier would have to serve a notice on the Operator. The
Operator would then have 28 days in which to serve a counter notice. Following which the
Occupier would only be able to have the equipment moved if they were able to obtain a
Court Order in their favour.
The Occupier would have to prove to the Court that the alteration is necessary to carry out
the relevant improvement and will not substantially interfere with the service provided by
the Operator.
In making their decision, the Court would not only keep in mind the interests of the
landowner but also the overriding principle of the right of the public to have access to the
telecommunications system.
Due to this it could be a struggle for the Landowners/Occupiers to get any form of
equipment moved.

Paragraph 20 of Old Code - Alterations to Land continued
►

Should the court decide that the alteration is necessary to carry
out the relevant improvement and will not substantially interfere
with the service provided by the Operator, then as a general rule
the Landowner may be required to reimburse the Operator’s
expenses in carrying out the alteration.
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Paragraph 21 of Old Code - Removal Required
►

This paragraph applied where the Occupier was entitled to require the
removal of any of the Operator’s equipment.
► This could be for some of the following reasons:
► The lease/agreement has expired;
► The agreement contains a forfeiture clause and there are grounds for
termination;
► The agreement contains a break clause for early termination;
► The agreement contains a lift and shift provision providing for
termination so long as an alternative site is provided.

Paragraph 21 of Old Code - Removal Required continued
►

►

►

Once again, the Occupier would have to serve a notice on the Operator.
The Operator then would have 28 days in which to serve a counter
notice.
The counter notice must state on what grounds the Occupier is not
entitled to require the removal of the telecommunications equipment
and/or specify what steps the Operator intends to take to keep the
equipment on the land.
As with Paragraph 20, if a valid counter notice has been served by the
Operator, then the equipment could only be removed if a Court Order is
obtained by the Occupier.
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Paragraph 21 of Old Code - Removal Required continued
►

►

►

The Court will only order removal of the equipment if it is satisfied that the Operator is not
intending to take steps specified in the counter notice or is unreasonably delaying in doing
so, and that the steps will not be successful in giving the Operator the right to remain on
site.
Once again in deciding whether the equipment should be removed, the Court would also
take into consideration the overriding principle of the right of the public to have access to
telecommunications system thereby making it difficult for the Landowners/Occupiers to get
any form of equipment removed.
Where an order is granted for removal, the Landowner is not required to pay for the costs
of this. Should the Operator fail to remove the equipment, then the Landowner can apply
to the Court for authority to carry out the works and recover the expenses from the
Operator.

Paragraph 21 of Old Code - Removal Required continued
►

►

Should the Court decide in favour of the Operator, then the Landowner
would be compensated.
In a majority of cases a compromise is usually reached between the
Operator and the Landowner, in that the telecommunications equipment is
relocated to another location.
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Landlord and Tenant Act (LTA)1954
Rights under the Landlord and Tenant Act (LTA)1954
► Unless agreed otherwise before completion, the lease between the Landowner and
Operator is likely to be protected by the LTA 1954, thereby giving the Operator rights of
Security of Tenure.
►

►

Security of tenure- provided to business tenants, ensuring that a tenancy granted for
business purposes will continue, despite expiry of term, unless it is brought to an end on
the grounds mentioned within s.30 of the Act.
This resulted in an overlap between a Landowner’s rights under the Code and rights under
the LTA. Thus, the Landowner would be required to serve two separate notices, which
sometimes conflicted, in order to go through the termination procedures under both
regimes.

Landlord and Tenant Act (LTA)1954 continued
►

►

S.30 Grounds for objection to the renewal of a lease:
► Ground A: Breach of repairing covenant
► Ground B: Persistent delay in paying rent
► Ground C: Breaches of other obligations
► Ground D: Availability of alternative accommodation
► Ground E: Sub-tenant - possession required for letting or disposing of
whole of property
► Ground F: Landlord intends to demolish or reconstruct
► Ground G: Landlord intends to occupy the premises himself

Rights under LTA 1954 can be excluded/contracted out of.
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Conflict: The Code v. LTA 1954
►

►

Conflicts could arise between security of tenure provisions under the Code and
LTA 1954.
For example, Crest Nicholson (Operations) Services v Arqiva Services 2015
Cambridge County Court
► Here the Landowner wanted to redevelop the land and required the removal of
the telecommunications equipment. The Landowner served both a notice
under s.25 LTA 1954 and under s.21 of the Code.
► The Court held that the Landowner was not entitled to serve a paragraph 21
notice under the Code if the agreement had the protection of the 1954 Act.
► The Judge held that at that point in time the Landowner was not entitled to
require the removal of the telecommunications equipment prior to the expiry of
the contractual term making the s.21 Notice invalid.

Conflict: The Code v. LTA 1954
►

►

Thus, a Landlord must deal with the 1954 Act issues and bring the lease
to an end before it can serve a paragraph 21 notice.
However, a Landowner may be unable to satisfy the Court that it is in the
position to carry out redevelopment under ground (F) unless they can
remove the telecommunications equipment from the land. On the other
hand, the Landowner can not serve notice requiring the removal of the
telecommunications equipment before the 1954 Act issues are resolved.
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The need for the New Code - Changes in the Market
►

Over the past couple of decades there has been a high demand
for the installation of Telecommunications equipment. This is
down to:
► Increase in sales of mobile phones and other hand held
devices– more than 70% of all adults in the UK have a smart
phone.
► Government pressure on operators to improve network
coverage and broadband speeds.
► Introduction of 3G and more recently 4G.

Changes in the Market continued
►

This has benefited the following:
► The general public
► Operators
► Landowners who have an agreement in place with Operators
► Average annual rent for rural landowners £7,500
► Average annual rent for urban landowners £9,200
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Changes in Market continued
►

However in the last few years we have seen a reduction in the installation of
telecommunications equipment due to the following:
► Mergers between Operators
► Orange and T Mobile in 2010 to form EE
► EE and BT 2016
►

Sharing of telecommunication equipment amongst Operators. For example, Vodafone
and O2
► “We will share network assets wherever we can, which will reduce the overall new
base station locations” Rob Matthews Media Manager at Vodafone.
► “The tough economic climate and ever-demanding needs of customers are key
drivers to increasing the number of sites we share and, at the same time
renegotiating competitive rental agreements” O2 spokesman

Changes in Market continued
►

►

Landowners holding Operators to ransom when negotiating
rental income.
Effect of the downturn in the economy and increase in costs of
making and installing telecommunications equipment,
resulting in making sites not viable to Operators.
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Changes in Market continued
►

Current Leaders in Telecommunications in the UK
► BT
► EE
► Telefonica UK Limited (O2)
► Hutchinson 3G UK Limited (Three)
► Vodafone

Introduction of the New Electronic Communications Code
►

►

►

►

►

The Electronic Communications Code has now been updated – referred to as ‘the
New Code’.
The New Code received royal assent on 27 April 2017 as part of the Digital
Economy Act 2017. The New Code came into force on 28 December 2017.
The New Code is contained at Schedule 1 of the Digital Economy Act 2017 and
introduces a new Schedule 3A to the Communications Act 2003.
Ofcom has also introduced a new Code of Practice. It sets out the conduct of the
parties to any agreement made under the New Code.
The Old Code needed to be reformed due to two main factors:
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Introduction of the New Electronic Communications Code
- continued
►

To provide more clarity.
► Bridgewater Canal Company Limited v Geo Networks
Limited 2010, the old Code was described as “one of the
least coherent and thought-through pieces of legislation on
the statute book”.

Introduction of the New Electronic Communications Code
- continued
►

To support future developments in the Digital
Communications Infrastructure.
► “Networks are utterly different from those that existed more
than 30 years ago. The new Code is designed to take
account of these developments and pave the way for future
technological evolution in the coming decades”. Ed Vaizey,
Minister of State for Culture and the Digital Economy.
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Key issues and changes under the New Code
►

As with the Old Code, a written agreement between Operators and
Occupiers of land is still required – Part 2 s.11 of The Electronic
Communications Code.

Court Order obtained by Licensed Operator - Part 4 of The Electronic
Communications Code.
As with the previous Code, where the Licensed Operator is unable to obtain consent
from the Occupier of the Land then the Operator can still seek a Court Order.
►

The Court may make an order if it is satisfied that any prejudice caused by the order
is:
► Capable of being adequately compensated for by money.
► Outweighed by the benefit to those whose access to an electronic
communications network or services will be secured by the order.

Key issues and changes under the New Code - continued
►

►

New Method of Land Valuation
► Introduction of ‘No Scheme Rule’ as used for utility providers
► Excludes the operators’ interest in leasing it
► Land’s value is judged by its value for purposes other than
telecommunications.
Change in dispute resolution procedure – Part 16 of The Electronic
Communications Code.
► Specialist Tribunals to resolve disputes.
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Key issues and changes under the New Code - continued
►

Sharing of sites without consent of Landowners – Part 3 s.16 of The
Electronic Communications Code.
► Operators may use any site with permission given from another
Operator that is using the site, even if the court or landowner does not
consent.
► Any term which prevents or limits assignments to another Operator in an
agreement will be void.
► Any term which makes assignment subject to conditions such as, in
return for additional rent will be void.
► Overall this will result in a significant impact on the rental income from
the Landowner.

Key issues and changes under the New Code - continued
►

Upgrading telecommunications equipment – Part 3 s.17 of The
Electronic Communications Code.
Code allows for Operators to share and upgrade
► New
telecommunications equipment without prior agreement or any monetary
compensation to Landowners. Any attempt to restrict this by agreement
will be void, as long as:
► There is minimal adverse impact; and
► There will be no additional burden on the Landowner. This includes
an additional adverse effect on the other parties' enjoyment of the
land and causing damage, expense or inconvenience.
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Key issues and changes under the New Code - continued
►

There will be no retrospective effect of New Code
► New Code will only apply to agreements or court orders made after 28
December 2017.
►

Existing leases will remain subject to the split regime of the Old Code
and LTA .

Key issues and changes under the New Code - continued
►

Removal of Security of Tenure under LTA1954
►

►

►

New Code ensures that the Security of Tenure afforded by the LTA 1954
ceases to apply to telecom leases where the primary purpose is to grant code
rights.
If an agreement is deemed to be a property lease and not a Code agreement
(where the main purpose is not to grant Code Rights), then the 1954 LTA
security of tenure rights will govern the document rather than the Code’s
termination rights. This is a welcome change as it ensures that the relevant
documents will only be governed by one of the regimes on termination.

Unable to exclude or contract out of the Code
►

It is not be possible to contract out of the New Code at all and Operators
cannot be charged penalties for exercising their Code rights.
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Key issues and changes under the New Code - continued
►

Introduction of 18 months written notice – Part 5 s.31 of The
Electronic Communications Code.
► To obtain possession under the New Code, Landowners will have to
serve 18 months' written notice to terminate on one or more of the
specified grounds;
► substantial breaches;
► persistent delay in making payment;
► redevelopment; and
► where the test for imposition is not made out (i.e. where a landowner
can be adequately compensated in money, and the public benefit is
likely to outweigh the prejudice to the landowner).

Possible implications of the New Code
►

Anticipated increase in telecom leases as operators look to make and
install more telecommunications equipment due to the following:
► Operators are bound by the Overall Aim of the New Code- ‘to help
facilitate the improvement in the Digital Infrastructure’.
► Government pressure to create a world class digital infrastructure and to
improve network coverage throughout the UK.
► Advances in Future Technology, such as:
► 5G
► Driverless Cars
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Possible implications of the New Code
►

►

►

Operators to build new masts in locations where in the past they
could not justify the investment such as rural sites.
Could see an increase in the value for certain sites.
Possible less restrictions for operators in respect of planning
and design of the equipment they install.

Possible implications of the New Code continued

►

Alternatively, an increase in sharing of telecommunications equipment
amongst Operators may lead to less sites overall. Since it may be more
cost effective to share a site rather than enter into a new lease for a
different site in the same location. This could be for the following reasons:
► Cheaper rental income to pay.
► Cost of making and installing new telecommunications equipment
outweighs cost of sharing existing equipment.
► Would take less time to share existing telecommunications equipment
than installing new equipment in a new location and entering into a
new lease.
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Possible implications of the New Code continued
►

Rental Income decreasing for both rural and urban Landowners.

►

Landowners may see a negative impact on the valuation of sites.
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